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BESTSELLER! 
Adjustable  Chart Stand
Adjusts from 127cm x 89cm to 203cm x 188cm 
Steel construction with sturdy locking 
casters and five ring-style hooks for 
hanging. Simple to adjust for the display 
needs of any classroom.
1128140 $69.99

BESTSELLER! 
Basic Chart Stand
150cm H x 61cm W x 61cm D
dry-erase whiteboard, 61cm x 81cm
This sturdy chart stand features a sliding 
stretcher to fit various sizes of storage bins 
(not included), a dry-erase whiteboard, chart 
paper hooks, and locking casters!
1952630 $99.99

Premium Classroom Cruiser™

124cm H x 53cm W x 45cm D
Mobile, compact, and ideal for the 
classroom! Features a detachable magnetic 
tabletop easel, four storage tubs, and a 
big book rack on the back. Also includes 
two storage pocket centres, an internal 
storage shelf, and four locking casters 
for easy movement!
1819327 $259.99

Also available:

Magnetic 
Tabletop 
Easel
48cm H x 
43cm W x 
48cm D

1819335 $79.99

BESTSELLER! 
Standard Pocket Chart
86cm x 112cm
Ten plastic pockets perfect for sentence strips 
of all sizes. 
2027698 $21.99

BESTSELLER! 
Rainbow Pocket Chart
85cm x 107cm
This colourful, ten-row chart is great for 
demonstrating sequencing and grouping 
exercises, or any standard pocket chart activity.
1005299 $24.99

Mini Pocket Chart
71cm x 71cm
Features seven see-through pockets and is 
perfect for a variety of whole class or small 
group activities. 
2263862 $19.99

BESTSELLER! 
Deluxe Chart Stand with Tubs
165cm H x 66cm W x 63cm D 
2 tubs, 38cm H x 30cm W x 15cm D
Double-sided, adjustable chart stand 
features a magnetic dry-erase surface, 
adjustable big book ledge, two telescoping 
hooks for pocket charts up to 125cm wide, 
two storage tubs, snap on chart hooks, and 
locking casters.
2106492 $229.99

Cards not included.
Cards not included.

Cards not included.

Pocket chart and 
cards not included.

Bins and contents not included.

Contents not included.

 BESTSELLER! 
Chart Pad
16lb ruled paper pad, 100 sheets 
56cm x 86cm
Hole-punched for easy hanging, 
this chart pad is perfect 
for writing lessons, class 
announcements, and more.
793712 $19.99

Contents not included.

CLASSROOM SUPPLIES
Pocket charts & stands

NEW! 
Over-the-Door 
Pocket Chart 
Hooks
2 adjustable chart hooks
Save space by hanging 
your pocket charts on the 
back of your door! Hooks 
are adjustable and will 
work with pocket charts 
of all sizes.
2691146 $7.99Double-sided
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Pocket charts

Alphabet Center 
Pocket Chart
71cm x 86cm · 112 cards 
teaching guide
Letter, word, and picture 
recognition are easy to teach 
with this colourful pocket 
chart. Includes 52 letter cards, 
56 double-sided picture cards, 
four blanks, and a teacher’s 
guide.
1169970 $39.99

Word Building Center 
Pocket Chart
71cm x 110cm · 206 cards 
teaching guide
Teach long and short vowels 
through word-building, 
decoding, and spelling 
practice. Includes 206 
colour-coded, die-cut cards: 
76 pictures with labels on the 
reverse, 30 vowels, 24 vowel 
combinations, 40 consonants, 
and 36 blends. 
2138023 $39.99

Word Wall Pocket 
Chart
56cm x 56cm · 21 see-through 
pockets · 100 sight word cards 
+ 5 blank cards · activity guide
Teach the top 100 sight 
words with this durable nylon 
pocket chart and a set of sight 
word cards that prepare your 
students for reading success!
2263820 $29.99

BESTSELLER!
File Organizer 
Pocket Chart
35.5cm x 118cm · 10 pockets
Ten sturdy pockets that fit 
letter-size folders are perfect 
for student files, file-folder 
games, forms, and more.
2027333 $16.99

BESTSELLER!
Stoplight 
Pocket Chart
24cm x 31cm 
6 nylon pockets
5 clear vinyl pockets 
30 write-on/wipe-off student 
pieces · teacher guide
A great classroom 
management solution! 
Durable construction and 
sturdy grommets for easy 
hanging.
1990002 $34.99

Word Families Center 
Pocket Chart
71cm x 95cm · 214 cards 
teaching guide
Build word recognition and 
vocabulary! Chart features 
three clear pocket rows 
for card display and 214 
UV-coated cards, including 
die-cut picture cards, word 
family cards, consonant cards, 
and blank cards. 
1568130 $39.99

BESTSELLER!
Classroom Centers 
Pocket Chart
71cm x 54cm · 42 cards 
6 sentence strip pockets 
2 storage pockets · teaching guide
Organize your centres! 
Two title cards and ten centre 
cards are printed on one side 
and blank on the other, to 
allow you to customize as 
needed. Also includes 30 blank, 
multi-coloured die-cut student 
shapes.
1984146 $24.99

Class Job 
Pocket Chart
67cm x 70cm · 13 pockets 
14 cards · activity guide
Colourful photo cards 
make keeping track of 
class job assignments 
exciting!
2027391 $19.99

214 cards 206 cards

100 cards

112 cards
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BESTSELLER!
Daily Schedule 
Pocket Chart
33cm x 84cm · 16 cards · activity guide
Keep your class on schedule! 
Includes 10 scheduler cards, five 
blank cards, and one title card.
2027284 Pocket Chart  $17.99
Also available:

2264092  Schedule        $7.99
Replacement 
Cards

BESTSELLER! 
Monthly Calendar 
Pocket Chart
64cm x 70cm · 60 cards · activity guide
Teach the calendar! Includes cards for 
12 months, 33 days, seven days of the 
week, four birthdays, two field trips, 
and two special days.
2027458 Pocket Chart   $21.99
Also available:

2264026  Calendar Date   $7.99
Date Replacement 
Cards

BESTSELLER!
Calendar & Weather 
Pocket Chart
78cm x 112cm · 136 cards 
teaching guide
Teach the calendar and 
weather! Features lots 
of pockets for display 
and storage and includes 
pre-printed cards with 
dates, days of the week, 
celebrations, weather 
conditions, and more. 
1568156 $44.99

BESTSELLER!
Student of the Week 
Pocket Chart
47cm x 78cm · 3 cards 
activity guide
Celebrate your student 
of the week! Includes six 
reproducible templates for 
students to fill-in, display, then 
create a take-home book.  
2099217 $23.99

Five-Column Graph 
Pocket Chart
51cm x 78cm · 36 cards 
activity guide
Graphing pocket chart 
comes with five ready-to-use 
graphing topics, one blank 
title card, and 30 matching 
graph labels. See-through 
pockets over stenciled 
numbers allow you to 
customize the scale.
2099168 $26.99

Three Column 
Pocket Chart
66cm x 102cm · 27 cards 
activity guide
Use for graphing, organizing 
information, and even 
managing students’ behaviour. 
Includes 31 see-through 
pockets, 21 topic cards that 
can be used with various 
content-area topics, and 
six blank cards.
2263804 $34.99

BESTSELLER!
Count to 100 
Pocket Chart
90cm x 94cm · 108 cards 
activity guide
Full-colour, double-
sided cards feature 
numbers 1 to 100 on 
one side and a math 
question/problem on 
the other side. Cards 
are also colour-coded 
to highlight multiples of 
five and ten.
2099233 $26.99

BESTSELLER!
Counting Caddie 
& Place Value 
Pocket Chart 
38cm x 43cm · 34 cards
200 straws · activity guide
Teach counting and 
place value with 
numbered cards and 
straws that allow 
students to visualize 
amounts. Includes three 
place value cards, 30 
number cards, one title 
card, and 200 straws.
2027226 $13.99

Pocket charts

60 cards

136 cards
108 cards
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Pocket charts & accessories

BESTSELLER! 
Hand Pointers 3-Pack
3 pointers, 30cm each
Great for imaginative play and 
classroom participation! Pointers 
come in three colours—blue, 
green, and red.
1445750 $13.99

Tabletop Pocket Chart
41cm H x 31cm W x 31cm D · activity guide
No stand is needed with this convenient 
pocket chart! Includes ten clear sentence 
strip pockets for activity cards and a large 
window pocket to hold manipulatives. 
Chart collapses easily for storage and 
features a sturdy handle.
1256305 $24.99

NEW! 
Magnetic Classroom Schedule
18 magnets each, 20cm x 6cm
Provide students with an outline of the 
day through illustrated magnets.
2680280 Gr. PreK-K  $19.99
2680298 Gr. 1-7      $19.99

Jumbo Magnetic Spin Wheel
Gr. PreK+ · magnetic spinner, 41cm D · 3 double-sided inserts · teaching guide 
Transform your whiteboard into a whole-class game board! Includes three double-
sided, write-on/wipe-off inserts to customize the spinner to your needs.
2404325 $49.99

BESTSELLER! 
Magnetic Tabletop Pocket Chart
50cm H x 41cm W x 41cm D
This self-standing, double-sided pocket 
chart features a magnetic board, and three 
storage pockets. Has a sturdy handle and 
collapses for easy storage. Perfect for 
centres or small groups. 
1410208 $29.99

Write-On/Wipe-Off 
Magnetic Demonstration 
Tabletop Pocket Chart
61cm x 51cm
A large magnetic write-and-wipe sheet on 
top and two sentence strips on the bottom 
make this the perfect teaching aid! Folds up 
with handle for easy transportation.
1711474 $54.99

BESTSELLER!
Magnetic Whiteboard 
Spinners
Gr. PreK+ · 3 spinners
Take your students for a spin with these giant magnetic 
spinners that turn any classroom whiteboard into an 
interactive activity centre or game board!
1983958 $24.99

Magnetic Hand Pointers
12 pointers, 7cm x 10cm
Large, magnetic write-and-wipe pointers 
are perfect for labelling, tagging, and 
displaying items on a whiteboard or 
blackboard. 
2407337 $14.99

Cards not included. Use with magnetic letters or 
numbers (sold separately).

Magnetic pieces not included.

Product in use.

Double-sided Double-sided Double-sided

Grades PreK–K
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BESTSELLERS! 
Jumbo Magnetic Letters
40 magnetic letters, 6cm each

BESTSELLERS! 
Dry-Erase Boards 10-Pack
10 boards, 23cm x 30cm each
One side has a dry-erase surface, the other is 
a chalkboard or neon marker board. Perfect 
for individual student or classroom use.
1496836 Green  $49.99
2550821 Black   $49.99

Wipe-Off  Phrase Strips
30 write-on/wipe-off strips, 8cm x 30cm each

1841940 White      $5.99
1841958 Multicolour  $5.99

Wipe-Off  Sentence Strips
30 write-on/wipe-off strips, 8cm x 60cm each

1841924 White       $7.99
1841932 Multicolour   $7.99

BESTSELLER! 
Hands Up 
Dry-Erase Answer 
Boards 24-Pack
24 answer boards,
13cm x 29cm each
Your students will love 
to raise their hands in 
class with these fun 
dry-erase boards! Works 
with most dry-erase 
markers and crayons.
1984427 $29.99

BESTSELLER!
Dry-Erase 
Classroom Vests 
10-Pack
10 wearable dry-erase vests 
Great for kinesthetic 
and visual learners! 
Write anything from 
letters to numbers, 
planets, and more, on 
these dry-erase vests 
that students can wear!
1961855 $24.99

BESTSELLERS! 
Lined Sentence Strips
7.6cm x 61cm each

2407600 White, 100-pack     $5.49
1021592 Multicolour, 75-pack  $6.99

Lined Word Strips 
7.6cm x 20.3cm each

2407618 White, 100-pack     $2.49
1021609 Multicolour, 75-pack  $3.99

NEW! 
Dry-Erase Board Replacement 
Covers
6 sheets, 51cm x 61cm each
Turn almost any surface into a temporary 
whiteboard! Use these self-sticking dry-
erase sheets on walls, doors, tables, and 
other nonporous surfaces or to refresh your 
existing whiteboard.
2495267 $24.99

Stationery not included.
Stationery not included.

2260470 Uppercase  $16.99

2260488 Lowercase  $16.99

Write-on/wipe-off accessories

Double-sided
Double-sided
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Writing instruments

BESTSELLER! 
Vis-Aid®

Overhead 
Projection 
Markers 
8 non-toxic, fine tip 
markers · MicroBan® 
antibacterial 
protection
Vibrant colours 
brighten any 
presentation and 
won’t fade under 
the intense heat 
of the projection 
lamp.
1246710 $13.99

BESTSELLER! 
Dixon®

Dry-Erase 
Markers
8 non-toxic markers 
assorted colours
Smooth-flowing 
ink writes on 
whiteboards and 
most non-porous 
surfaces, and wipes 
clean easily with a 
dry cloth or eraser!
1827635 $14.99

Expo®

Expo Whiteboard Marker Starter Set
Features four chisel tip markers in black, blue, green, and red, plus an 
eraser and spray bottle of whiteboard cleaner.
2261890 Fine, 5 markers       $9.99
2261907 Chisel Tip, 4 markers  $9.99

NEW! 
Expo®

Neon Dry-Erase 
Markers
5 non-toxic markers 
assorted colours · bullet tip
Bright neon markers write 
on both black and white dry-
erase surfaces.
2599754 $9.99

  BESTSELLER! 
Crayola®

Dry-Erase Markers
8 non-toxic markers · assorted colours
Squeek-free, low-odour whiteboard markers 
wipe clean with a dry cloth or eraser!
2102789 $10.99

Crayola®

Dry-Erase Crayons
8 non-toxic crayons · assorted colours · E-Z erase mitt 
crayon sharpener
Jumbo dry-erase crayons wash off skin and fabric with ease! 
Includes washable E-Z erase mitt and built-in crayon sharpener.

Crayola®

Dry-Erase 
Coloured 
Pencils
8 dry-erase 
pencils 
assorted colours 
sharpener
Uniquely 
formulated 
pencils allow 
you to write on 
dry-erase surfaces 
with the precision 
of a pencil.
2548446 $4.49

Sargent Art®

Graphite Pencils
144 non-toxic no. 2 graphite pencils 
latex-free erasers
Features a graphite core, linden 
wood casing, and a lacquer finish 
for smooth writing and 
effortless sharpening.
2551283 $16.99

NEW! 
Paper Mate®

Mechanical 
Pencils Pack
5 mechanical pencils 
no. 2 lead
Colourful lead 
pencils features 
an easy-to-grip 
triangular barrel, 
1.3mm lead for 
less breakage, and 
a large smudge-
resistant eraser.
2689448 $3.99

2104082  Original   $4.99 2548454 Bright   $4.99 

BrightOriginal

144 pencils
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2261783 Ultra Fine Tip  $14.99

Sharpie®

Markers
12 non-toxic, permanent markers each, assorted colours
Fine tip, fade resistant permanent markers in a rainbow of colours!

2261759 Fine Tip  $14.99

BESTSELLER! 
Redisharp Plus!® 
Permanent 
Markers
4 non-toxic, fine tip markers 
MicroBan® antibacterial 
protection
Fine tip permanent 
markers feature 
MicroBan® antibacterial 
protection, easy-release 
thumb button cap, and 
smooth-flowing, water-
based ink that won’t 
bleed through paper
1246728 $6.99

Emphasis®

Highlighters 6-Pack
6 non-toxic, chiselled tip highlighters · assorted 
colours · MicroBan® antibacterial protection
Flourescent highlighters feature MicroBan® 
anitbacterial protection, easy release thumb 
button caps, and a chiselled tip for both 
thin underlining and broad coverage. Bright, 
translucent inks make highlighted copy easy to 
read, even when photocopied.
2109462 $5.99

NEW! 
Paper Mate®

Ink Joy Pens
8 pens 
assorted colours
Easy-to-use pens 
start quickly without 
dragging, require 
minimal pressure, 
and deliver clean 
lines to bring the 
joy back to writing!
2689430 $3.49

Paper Mate®

Liquid Paper 
2-Pack
non-toxic · white 
2 bottles, 22ml each
Fast drying and 
crack-resistant with 
a foam applicator 
that provides 
smooth and even 
coverage for little 
mistakes. 
2261874 $3.99

Paper Mate®

Stick Pens
12 non-toxic pens, boxed

2261824 Blue $2.99
2261840 Red $2.99
2261832 Black $2.99

Sharpie®

Pens
6 non-toxic pens 
assorted colours
The quality of a 
Sharpie® with the 
precision of a pen! 
Features durable fine 
point tip, and fade 
resistant ink that 
won’t bleed through 
paper or smear.
2533067 $11.99

BESTSELLER! 
Sharpie®

Flip Chart 
Marker Set
8 bullet-tip markers 
6 assorted colours 
+ 2 black
Finally, the perfect 
flipchart marker! Non-
squeak, water-based 
ink makes for a quiet 
and smooth writing 
experience—and 
the ink won’t bleed 
through the paper.
2407014 $9.99

BESTSELLER!
Mr. Sketch® Scented Markers
18 scented, non-toxic markers
Feature a chiselled tip and fruit fragrances that match the ink colour.
2261808 $19.99

NEW! 
Sharpie®

Neon Markers
5 non-toxic, 
permanent markers 
assorted colours 
fine tip
Brightly coloured 
markers that 
become flourescent 
under black light.
2689414 $8.99

Writing instruments
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Desktop tools

X-Acto®

Heavy Duty 
Guillotine 
Paper 
Trimmer 
30cm
Cut up to 
10 sheets at 
a time. Includes 
adjustable guide 
for precise cuts 
and safety guard to 
protect fingers.
2396879 $59.99

 Personal Paper Trimmer 
30cm
Sharp titanium-blended blades allow for precision cutting. Swing out 
ruler extends for easy measuring and cutting of larger pieces.
1687724 $29.99

BESTSELLER! 
X-Acto®

School Pro Electric Pencil 
Sharpener
The perfect classroom tool! Quiet 
to operate, this sharpener creates 
sharp but rounded pencil points, 
then disengages when the perfect 
point is achieved. Multi-diameter 
dial fits all different sizes of 
pencils.
800492 $59.99

BESTSELLER! 
X-Acto®

SharpX Principal Electric 
Pencil Sharpener
High capacity pencil sharpener features 
X-Acto® hardened steel helical cutter, six 
pencil-size selector, and an LED indicator 
to tell you when the receptacle is full.
2525783 $44.99

  Bostitch®

Antimicrobial Stapler 
Value Pack
Stapler · 1,200 staples 
staple remover
Perfect for the classroom, 
this full-strip stapler has an 
antimicrobial compound that 
safely reduces the growth of 
bacteria. Stapler stands upright 
or lays flat, has an AntiJam™ 
mechanism, and opens for 
tacking.
1846271 $14.99

Bostitch®

Antimicrobial Manual 
Pencil Sharpener
Features an antimicrobial 
compound to reduce 
bacteria growth, all-
metal construction, 
eight dial openings for 
multiple pencil sizes, and 
a large capacity shaving 
receptacle. Mounts 
vertically or horizontally, 
clamp and screws included.
1846297 $19.99

BESTSELLER! 
Stanley®

Glue Gun
Quick and easy to use, 
bonds in 60 seconds! 
Uses hotmelt or dual-
temperature glue 
and is AC powered.
1846304 $19.99

NEW! 
Fellowes®

Powershred Shredder
43cm x 22cm x 39cm
Heavy-duty cross-cut shredder can 
handle up to 12 sheets per cycle, 
including staples and paperclips. 
SafeSense® technology automatically 
stops the shredder when it senses 
hands, making it safe for classroom use.
2621268 $149.99

Fellowes® 
Cosmic Laminator 
32cm entry width · 35 letter pouches
Protect precious memories and 
important documents! Works for 
both hot and cold.
2547068 $99.99

Bostitch®

Long Reach Stapler
6cm H x 7cm W x 44cm D · 30cm reach
All metal construction and a floating core to 
prevent jams make this durable long reach 
stapler perfect for any classroom.
2547084 $44.99

Also available:

1846312  Glue Stick   $6.99 
24-pack 

Antimicrobial 
coating

Antimicrobial 
coating

Includes 35 letter-sized 
laminating pouches!
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BESTSELLER! 
Answer Buzzers
Gr. K+ · 4 buzzers, 9cm each
Students will be buzzing with excitement 
over these game show buzzers! Each 
features a different colour and sound effect 
to easily determine who rings in first.
2247741 $24.99
Each buzzer requires 2 AA batteries, not included.

X-Acto®

Gripster 
Craft Knife
15cm
Ideal for precise 
cutting and 
trimming, this craft 
knife features a soft 
grip barrel, rear blade 
release, and an anti-roll 
design. Includes 
protective cap.
2396887 $4.99

BESTSELLER! 
Date Stamp
3cm wide stamp
Includes month, date, and year.
1018953 $2.99

 Sheet 
Protectors
100 per box, fits 
letter-sized paper
Durable, reinforced 
plastic sleeves 
protect papers from 
spills and rips. Hole-
punched for easy 
binder storage.
1554048 $11.99

BESTSELLER! 
One-Hole Punch
Punches 6mm (0.25") holes and includes a 
waste receptacle. 
2143296 $1.99

3-Hole Punch
Punches up to 12 sheets of 16 lb. bond paper. 
6mm (0.25") holes with waste receptacle. 
2143303 $12.99

Labelmaker
Starter tape included
Label anything from file folders to storage bins!
1038919 $24.99 BESTSELLER! 

Tiny Tub Caddy
6 tubs, 16cm H x 22cm W x 35cm D
Perfect for storing writing utensils, art supplies, 
manipulatives, and more!
2047977 $19.99

BESTSELLER!
Teacher’s Desk Bell
7.8cm D
A must-have for every 
classroom! An excellent 
way to get your students’ 
attention.
1825035 $5.99

BESTSELLER!
Metal Chalk Holder
aluminum holder · chalk
Prevent chalk breakage and 
keep your hands clean!
1431759 $4.99 Colours may vary.

Also available:

1687782  Replacement  $19.99
Tape

 BESTSELLER! 
Manage Your Class Signs
6 signs, 20cm x 30cm, 10cm handle each
A clever way to manage your class! Each 
bright sign is sure to get your students’ 
attention. Signs feature a sturdy wooden 
handle and are plastic-coated for durability.
1406653 $11.99 

BESTSELLER! 
Wipe-Clean 
Worksheet Covers 5-Pack
5 worksheet covers, 22cm x 32cm
Save paper, engage students, and reduce prep 
time! Plastic covers can be used with dry-erase 
markers and are safe for the overhead.
2134790 $14.99

Requires 4 AAA batteries, not included.

Contents not included.

Worksheets and stationery not included.

One-Hole Punch

Ding

Boing
Ding Dong

Honk

Desktop tools

100 sheet 
protectors
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Carpets

new!  
Star Space™

Let students sit in their very own star space on this brightly coloured 
carpet when they gather on the floor!
2690528 $299.99

bestseller!  
Reading Train©

Hop aboard the Reading Train© and explore boxcars loaded with 
alphabet fun. This colourful carpet will provide the perfect spot to 
gather your students for reading and relaxing.
1993428 $299.99

Read & Learn™

Put the focus on reading and literacy with rows of colourful books, 
an alphabet oval, and friendly bookworms!
2523638 $299.99

new!  
Animal Phonics™

Practice phonetic sounds with fun animal pictures to represent 
every letter of the alphabet! Also includes spots with numbers and 
geometric shapes.
2690510 $299.99

Around the Block©

Students will find numbers, uppercase and lowercase letters, seasons, 
shapes, and animals on this appealing classroom carpet.
1993436 $299.99

bestseller! 
Blocks Abound™

Students will always be able to find a space to sit on this primary-
coloured classroom carpet with 20 squares.
2523597 $299.99
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Scattered Books™

Encourage students to pick up a book and settle down to read on this 
colourful classroom carpet.
2521682 $299.99

BESTSELLER! 
Hands Around the World©

Teach the different cultures of the world in your classroom! 
This cheerful carpet teaches students to celebrate diversity 
and multiculturalism.
1993452 $299.99

BESTSELLER! 
Lots of Dots©

Make the transition from chairs to the floor much easier with this 
organizational carpet. Each row has a colour and each child has a dot. 
Gather for reading, watching movies, lining up, and creating your own 
games. Seats 20 children.
1993486 $299.99

BESTSELLER! 
Earthworks©

Introduce students to the benefits of a healthy planet. Memorable 
icons of nature are displayed surrounding the planet Earth, including a 
snowflake, flower, acorn, and the sun to represent the four seasons.
1993410 $299.99

BESTSELLERS! 
Flags of…
Students will love to 
learn geography on 
these plush carpets 
that teach the map 
and flags of our 
country and the 
world!
1993460 Canada     $299.99
2400779 The World   $299.99

BESTSELLER!
Sitting Squares
24 squares, 
41cm x 41cm each 
4 each of 6 colours
Enjoy circle time in 
comfort on these 
colourful sitting 
squares.
2255710 $159.99

High Quality & Tougher Than Ever!
Joy Tuff® Rugs are designed specifically to perform in 
demanding educational environments. Manufactured with 
Stainmaster® brand nylon, the surface pile is guaranteed 
not to wear more than 10% over the lifetime of the carpet. 
These rugs have a Class I Flammability Rating, antimicrobial 
and anti-stain protection, and are Green Label Plus® certified, 
exceeding the highest indoor air quality standards. Softflex® 
backing eliminates wrinkles and lies flat.

Carpets

24 carpet 
squares
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BESTSELLER! 
Tabletop Wire 
Puppet Rack
35cm H x 39cm W x 26cm D 
This lightweight wire puppet 
rack will store up to nine of 
your favourite puppet friends. 
2214964 $19.99

Sand and Water Table
61 cm H x 178cm W x 119cm D · 2 tubs · 2 lids
This all-in-one centre comes with a removable main tub that 
can be filled with sensory items and easily emptied or drained. 
Also includes two large tubs that can be used as storage below 
or to create separate compartments for sand and water fun!
2398867 $369.99

BESTSELLER! 
Sandastik®

White Play Sand
11.3kg/25lbs · non-toxic
Perfect for indoor sand tables or 
outdoor sandboxes!
2391465 $17.99

BESTSELLER!
Sand and Water Play
Gr. PreK–1 · 128 pages
More than 70 fun and interesting 
ideas! Build knowledge and 
problem-solving skills and 
encourage imaginative play with 
fun mediums like aquarium rocks, 
bird seed, and more!
2332849 $15.95

Puppets not included.

Blocks and cart sold separately.

Accessories 
not included.

Block Cart
43cm H x 61cm W x 36cm D
Sturdy birch plywood block cart features a 
sliding front panel for easy unloading, heavy 
duty casters, and a chalkboard front panel 
for labelling or creative block play.
2277467 Block Cart       $79.99
Also available:

2292895 Deluxe 76-Piece   $79.99
 Wooden Block Set

2282333 Stove, 63.5cm H x 61cm W x 30cm D   $219.99
2282341 Sink, 63.5cm H x 61cm W x 30cm D     $219.99
2282359 Cupboard, 97cm H x 46cm W x 30cm D   $219.99
2282367 Fridge, 97cm H x 46cm W x 30cm D    $219.99
2282375 Buy All 4 & Save $79.97  $879.96    $799.99

Deluxe 
Wooden 
Puppet 
Theatre
132cm H x 63cm W 
x 46cm D
Features a 
sturdy, non-tip 
base and plenty 
of room inside 
for a budding 
puppeteers to 
put on a show! 
Includes detailed 
graphics, a 
velvety curtain, 
chalkboard panel, 
and clock with 
moveable hands.
1767451 $99.99

Wooden Kitchen 
Beautiful hardwood kitchen includes smooth bevelled doors, interior shelves, and 
silkscreened design features to create the perfect classroom play kitchen.

Accessories and sand not included.

Puppets not included.

Puppets available on pages 56-57.

Buy All 4 
& Save 
$79.97!



Taxes are not included.

See pages 60-62 for LEGO     play sets.See pages 60-62 for LEGO     play sets.
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BESTSELLER! 
Farmhouse Wooden Table & Chairs
Table, 46cm H x 60cm W x 60cm D · 4 chairs, 53cm H x 28cm W x 29cm D
Natural wood table and chairs are the perfect addition to any 
classroom, library, or learning centre.
2278332 $159.99

Tote-N-Store Bin Storage Unit 
80cm H x 117cm W x 38cm D · 16 clear bins
Durable wood shelving unit features 16 removable tote bins, rounded 
corners, and locking casters. Shelves are removable, creating eight 
storage compartments to accommodate larger items.
2282416 $499.99

Large Interchangeable Pocket Bin Storage Display 
69cm H x 105cm W x 46cm D · 6 clear bins
Natural wood unit on casters includes easy-to-reach shelving to 
display books above and storage bins below.
2282408 $569.99

Storage Fold-N-Lock Shelf 
66cm H x 244cm W x 30cm D · 16 clear bins
Fold-N-Lock system includes two hinged compartments that can be 
locked together, and features 16 removable trays and three adjustable 
height shelves to accommodate books, toys, and more. 
2282458 $999.99

Contents not included.

Contents not 
included.

Contents not included.

Accessories not included.NEW! 
Cook Together Kitchen
90 cm H x 91 cm W x 32 cm D
Features knobs that click and turn, cordless phone, clock with moving 
hands, and lots of storage for hours of pretend play fun!
2319087 $229.99

LEGO® Duplo Three Seat 
Play Table & Chairs
Table, 56cm H x 112cm W x 112cm D 
3 chairs, 58cm H x 33cm W x 33cm D
This solid hardwood table comes 
with three built-in LEGO® Duplo 
building plates, three chairs, and a 
centre storage unit. 
2258813 $349.99

Contents not included.

Furniture

Puppets available on pages 56-57.
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Organizers

 BESTSELLER! 
Magazine Files 6-Pack
6 corrugated magazine files · primary colours
Get organized! Easy-to-assemble corrugated 
files come in primary colours. Perfect for 
storing resource books, workbooks, and more.
968406 $14.99 

BESTSELLER!
Two-Drawer 
Flip-Top 
Organizer
21.5cm H x 18cm W x 
26cm D
This plastic flip-top 
organizer is perfect 
for keeping supplies 
or odds-and-ends 
neat and tidy on 
your desk.
1694703 $9.99
Contents not included.

Two-Step Stool
40cm H x 39cm W 
x 47cm D
Help small people 
reach tall places!
2126937 $16.99

3-Drawer Stacking Basket Cart
3 baskets, 32cm H x 33cm W x 36cm D each
Keep the classroom tidy and organized 
with this set of three stacking baskets 
on casters.
2098798 $24.99

BESTSELLER!
4-Drawer  Storage Tower
60cm H x 35cm W x 40cm D
Sturdy, plastic tower with two large and two 
small drawers to help keep your classroom 
neat and organized!
1830670 $29.99

Contents not 
included.

BESTSELLERS!
File ’n Save® Bulletin Board System
71cm H x 48cm W x 18cm D
Organize, store, and protect your classroom 
materials! Handy side index helps keep you 
organized.
2565937 Storage Box    $12.99
Also available:

1708760  Bulletin Board   $3.99 
System Sturdy Folders

BESTSELLERS!
File ’n Save® Chart System
78cm H x 58cm W x 16cm D
File away your charts and other important 
materials! Handy side index helps keep you 
organized.
2565945 Storage Box    $14.99
Also available:

1708794  Chart System    $3.99
Sturdy Folders 

BESTSELLERS!
File ’n Save® Trimmer System
13cm H x 100cm W x 13cm D
Keep your classroom trimmers or sentence 
strips organized for easy access! 
2565961 Storage Box     $8.99
Also available:

1708819 Trimmer System  $5.99
 Sturdy Dividers

 Books not included.

NEW! 
Deluxe Portable 
File Storage
28cm x 37cm x 29cm
Portable caddy holds letter-size 
hanging file folders and features 
built-in accessory compartments in 
the lid and comfort grip handles.
2678003 $14.99

NEW! 
Classroom 
Keepers 
Mailbox
Keep your classroom 
handouts or office 
organized with this 
sturdy recycled 
cardboard mailbox 
that features slots 
that fit 22cm x 28cm 
sheets of paper.
2688416 15-Slot  $39.99
 42cm x 80cm x 33cm
2688424 10-Slot  $29.99
 42cm x 80cm x 33cm

Product in use.
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